
Dream Big & Love Altered Notepads by Katelyn 

 

Hey Friends! I'm up on the blog today sharing a tutorial on how to make these cute Dream Big & Love 

Altered Notepads. To create these notepads, I've used the Peaceful Hearts Creative Kit, the Peaceful 

Hearts Add On Kit, Spread Kindness Cut File Bundle and Hearts Background Cut File. Grab a cup of 

your favourite fall beverage and enjoy a tutorial on how to create my Dream Big & Love Altered 

Notepads. 

 

 

We will start by creating the Dream Big Altered Notepad. 

 



 

You'll need a notepad. 

 



 

Choose two pieces of patterned paper from the Peaceful Hearts Creative Kit. Cut one piece to 3” x 4 

3/4”. Cut the second piece to 2 3/4” x 4 1/2”. Distress the edges of both papers. 

 



 

Choose another piece of patterned paper, cut a piece that measures 2 1/2” x 4 1/4”. Distress the edges 

of the paper. 

 



 

From the tag patterned paper, fussy cut one of the tags. Distress the edges of the tag. 

 



 

From the Spread Kindness Cut File Bundle, cut out of the lightbulb from a piece of kraft cardstock. 

Adhere a piece of patterned paper to the back of the light portion of the lightbulb. Adhere a piece of 

grey cardstock to the bottom portion of the lightbulb. Cut around the lightbulb as needed. 

 



 

From the Spread Kindness Cut File Bundle, cut out of the plus border from a piece of kraft cardstock. 

Cut the border strip down to 4 3/4”. 

 

 

From the quote ephemera package, you'll need the gold foiled Dream Big word strip. Distress the edges 

of the strip. 

 



 

Adhere the 3” paper to the notepad. Adhere the 2 3/4” paper to the 3” paper. Adhere the plus border 

strip to the left side of the 2 3/4” paper. Foam square the 2 1/2” paper to the middle of the 2 3/4” paper. 

Adhere the tag to the left side of the 2 1/2” paper. 

 



 

Foam square the lightbulb to the middle of the tag. Adhere the dream big word strip to the bottom right 

side of the lightbulb. 

 

Make sure to leave all of the kit contents out that you've already used as you will need some of them 

for the next notepad. 

 

Now we'll move on and create the Love Altered Notepad. 

 



 

To start, you'll need a notepad. 

 



 

Choose two pieces of patterned paper from the Peaceful Hearts Creative Kit. Cut one piece to 3” x 4 

3/4”. Cut the second piece to 2 3/4” x 4 1/2”. Distress the edges of both papers. 

 



 

Choose a piece of patterned paper and cut it to 2 1/2”” x 4 1/4”.  Distress the edges of the paper. 

 



 

From the images ephemera, you'll need the wood piece and the heart. Distress the edges of both pieces. 

 



 

Cut the Hearts Background Cut File out of a piece of black cardstock. Cut the background down to 3 

1/8” wide. 

 



 

From the Spread Kindness Cut File Bundle, cut out the Love Word from a piece of kraft cardstock. 

Adhere the word to a piece of patterned paper. Trim around the word as needed. 

 



 

Adhere the 3” paper to the notepad. Adhere the 2 3/4” paper to the 3” paper. Adhere the 2 1/2” paper to 

the 2 3/4” paper. 

 



 

Adhere the hearts background to the layered patterned papers. Foam square the wood piece to the 

middle of the heart background piece. 

 



 

Adhere the heart to the top left portion of the wood piece. Adhere the Love word to the bottom right 

side of the heart as desired. 

 



 

To finish the notepad, you'll need the sticker package. Choose two flower bundles to adhere in amongst 

the heart and Love word as desired. 

 



 

Jennifer Edwardson Creative Inc. Supplies Used: 

 

− Peaceful Hearts Creative Kit 

− Peaceful Hearts Add On Kit 

− Spread Kindness Cut File Bundle 

− Hearts Background Cut File 

− 3MM 1/8” Be Creative Tape 

− AC Sticky Thumb 3D Foam – Circles 

− Art Glitter Glue 



 

Misc: Notepads 

 

Thanks so much for joining me today and I hope that I've inspired you to recreate my Dream Big & 

Love Altered Notepads at home. 

 

- Katelyn 

 

 


